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The second half of the book is fully devoted to clinical concepts of 
the parathyroid glands, and in 18 chapters, primary HPT is fully 
covered. An excellent chapter by Dr. Parfitt describes the normal and 
abnormal parathyroid growth and the regulation of growth under 
normal and hyperparathyroid conditions. Dr. Arnold reviews the 
molecular basis of primary HPT with the modern molecular genetic 
monoclonal aspects of the disease. More directly clinically orientated 
chapters describe primary HPT from a functional and clinical point of 
view, the clinical presentation of primary HPT, markers for and 
analysis of bone disease, and review medical and surgical treatment of 
the disease, the latter by Dr. Norton and collaborators advocating a 
bilateral surgical approach. A balanced chapter by Dr. Bilezikian 
discusses guidelines for medical vs. surgical treatment. Furthermore, a 
chapter by Dr. Doppmann describes localisation techniques. Other 
excellent articles review parathyroid carcinoma, cute HPT and familial 
hypocalciuric hypercalcemia, nd three extensive chapters describe 
MEN 1 and MEN 2 with the full clinical description and the recent 
advances in basic and genetic oncepts in these syndromes. 
The next section of the book deals with other clinical aspects of the 
parathyroid glands. Two chapters describe the complicated 
pathophysiology of secondary HPT and the clinical aspects of its 
definition, examination and treatment. Furthermore, five chapters deal 
with hypoparathyroidism and pseudohypoparathyroidism, and well 
written reviews focus on these multifactorial conditions and describe 
the present day opinion of their cell biological and molecular genetic 
background. Finally, the last four chapters of the book deal with the 
parathyroids in other conditions (osteoporosis, Paget's disease and 
magnesium deficiency). 
To conclude, this book is an excellent compilation of review articles 
written by the authorities of today in basic and clinical parathyroid 
research. The book is well organized with cross-references in each 
chapter to other chapters and with a good subject index at the end. 
Since most chapters contain many references, for some articles more 
than 300 and 400 references and many from the '90s, the book can be 
used not only as a textbook for students, teachers and clinicians, but 
also as a reference book for active researchers within the field. It is 
currently the most extensive compilation of the knowledge of the 
parathyroids today, both basically and clinically, and it has the 
potential to be of great importance for the future in this area. 
Bo Ahrrn 
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There should be little to argue about he following two statements. The 
first is that at present 1D gel electrophoresis is the single most widely 
used technique for sizing and sequencing DNA. The second is that for 
the rapid and successful completion of the various 'Genome' projects 
now in progress these techniques are considered not fully adequate: 
expectations are placed on alternative approaches, such as 
hybridization with arrays of oligonucleotides fixed on microchips, and 
direct visualization of DNA by atomic force EM. 
Therefore, the parallel approach outlined in this book meets a real 
need and certainly enriches the panoply of gene hunters with a new tool, 
which is also aesthetically pleasant: for this in particular I am referring 
to the sigma-like curves displayed by the orthogonal gels where the 2nd 
dimension is the denaturants (urea and formamide) concentration: i  
some procedures the 2nd dimension is parallel to the first, and the 
patterns look traditional. But aesthetics apart, it seems logical that the 
addition of one dimension to the popular ID electrophoretic 
procedures should strengthen their potential at the various stages of 
what the authors call "the stratified genome analysis" (see the last 
chapter on Future Developments), that leading from whole 
chromosomes through markers, genes, and exons, all the way to the 
base sequence. 
In my opinion the potential of the 2D approach somehow curiously 
follows the above mentioned stratification: it is greatest at the initial 
steps of the typing process, when a 2D display of DNA restriction 
fragments of a wild-type DNA is compared to that of a mutant, and 
few spots appear different in position and intensity: their recovery and 
analysis based on PCR could facilitate a short-cut to the identification 
of a 'disease' gene, as now practiced in the various approaches to 
positional cloning. The potential becomes smaller at the bottom of the 
stratification, where at present he only viable approach is the 1D 
sequencing gel electrophoresis. 
The comparison between the two approaches eventually has to be 
made between a 1 D, differently colored dideoxy-terminated s quencing 
ladder with the whole sequence in a single lane, and 2D patterns which 
indicate the mere presence of a mismatch. The technicalities required 
to perform the latter experiments are not simpler than those inherent 
to the former, and presently are not similarly automatised; moreover, 
the single lane of a modern DNA sequenator will provide the extra 
bonus of the whole sequence of a few hundred bases. 
In general, it remains to be demonstrated that the 2D methodology 
can be of the general use to be expected from a parallel approach to 
genome analysis. The simple observation of what could be probably 
considered the 'logos' of the technique, the INGENYVision System 
shown in color facing the internal title page, and then re-proposed in
the text, is a challenging experience for the potential users of the 
technique. This impression of both complexity and inadequacy of the 
approach may be due also to the size and printing problems of this and 
also of several other figures of the book, which definitely deserve better 
editing. 
In my opinion the two-dimensional patterns are frequently too 
complex to offer unambiguous information, as generally possible with 
a sequencing ladder; and the quantitation suffers from similar 
drawbacks, in spite of ingeneous standardization. 
To those of us who have lived the heroic years, late '60s and early 
'70s, when the sticky ends of lambda were sequenced or the EcoRl site 
was resolved, the possibility offered by the 'wandering spot' technique 
seemed attractive over the few alternative approaches: ignificantly it
involved a 2D system (1D being electrophoresis at pH 3.5, thus based 
on charge difference, and 2D consisting of size-based paper 
chromatography). Then it probably raised similar expectations: now its 
main use is to teach students some subtleties about nucleotide 
performances under non-neutral pH. 
The authors pare no efforts to highlight he advantages of their 2D 
approach: based mainly on original findings reported by Fisher and 
Lerman in 1979, it should serve a usable function in preliminary 
screening for mutations, or in epidemiological surveys of previously 
located mutations; it should also provide informative data on unusual 
structures, such as DNA and RNA conformational polymorphs, or 
regions of differential isopicnic properties (the isochores investigated 
by G. Bernardi) or differential thermal stability (the isomelters studied 
in a few laboratories), or replicative intermediates. In relation to this 
last aspect, it is somehow surprising to find in the book no reference 
to the 2D procedure developed by Brewer and Fangman for the study 
of the DNA replication forks. 
In conclusion I am confident that the apostles of the present parallel 
2D approach, once these various options are investigated, focussed and 
eventually validated, will turn into an army of followers and pilgrims 
eager to merge with the mainstream of 1D gene hunters. 
Vittorio Sgaramella 
